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Meet us at Pack Expo 2003!
Booth S-5222
October 13-15, 2003
Las Vegas Convention Center

S

outhwest Endseals will be
there, and we hope to see
you too!
Some of the products we’ll
be featuring at this year’s show
include:

■ Sample jaws in our full line
of tooth patterns.
■ Protective coatings, including
our wear-resistant, non-stick CPP
(composite plating process) coating. With its superior hardness
and anti-stick properties, CPP
will extend the life of your jaws
while reducing down time for
clean-up.

■ Heated Hole Punch Unit
(HHPU). Punch strong, clean
holes through a variety of
packaging films without making modifications to your
machinery.
Be sure to stop by our booth
or call for an appointment.
We’d be pleased to discuss your
particular sealing needs.

What’s new at SWE?
Southwest Endseals is the one source for all your packaging needs.
We offer direct replacement knives and anvils for all horizontal FFS
and vertical FFS packaging machines. Our knives are manufactured
from the highest quality of steel, using precise manufacturing
methods. Knife and anvil styles include serrated, scalloped, beveled
straight, diagonal, smoothcut, and zig-zag, manufactured for:
MIRAPAK
ISHIDA
FMC
ILAPAK
SANDIACRE
MATEER BURT
TRIANGLE
SIG-DOBOY
ROVEMA
HAYSSEN
FUGI
WOODMAN
BOSCH
PFM

Ask SWE

H

ow often should I change
horizontal form/fill/seal
knives and anvils?

I

deally, knives and anvils,
whether reconditioned or
new, should be replaced at the
same time. How do you know
when that time has come? A
sure sign is when the knife no
longer produces a clean, sharp
cut. A less-noticeable sign is
when the bags are cut, but
“stringers,” or fragments of
film, remain attached.
When that happens, rely on
Southwest Endseals’ stocking
program to provide the
replacement you need, when
you need it. Simply provide the
OEM number, and we’ll find
the knife that meets all your
requirements – including
speedy delivery!

SWE clients dot the country!
At Southwest Endseals, we’re growing by leaps and bounds, even in
the slowing U.S. economy. We have SWE customers in every major
metropolitan area and on both coasts.
According to John Detering, president, the three key drivers in
the growth of Southwest Endseals are outstanding quality control,
our problem-solving expertise, and customer service that’s second to
none. Customers know that wherever they are, we can work with
them to get their sealing jobs done quickly and flawlessly.

The prem ier sealing jaws for your pac kaging needs!

